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Reliable Custom Cloud Hosting

Lunavi provides VMware cloud hosting from data centers across the United 
States, with PAYG or allocation subscriptions and public, hybrid, or private 
configurations that are built to meet each client’s individual infrastructure 
requirements.

Cloud Hosting

Our VMware-based cloud platform is a cost-effective, scalable, and 
customizable infrastructure solution. Whether you choose a self-service 
or managed cloud, your company will take advantage of a robust cloud 
environment that is completely secure, with full redundancy.

Cloud hosting includes online management, choice of operating system, 
on-demand resource allocation, and simple system migration. It also 
offers many of the capabilities of dedicated IP addresses, but with higher 
reliability, greater flexibility, and a lower total cost of ownership.

Complimentary Monitoring Tools
Get insight into resource utilization, networks, attached devices, and 
more without being charged a premium for monitoring software. The 
Lunavi customer portal and separate cloud monitoring tools provide the 
performance statistics administrators need.

Hear from a Human Support
We guarantee that every support ticket receives a response within 15 
minutes or less. Every cloud hosting, contract includes free 24/7/365 
proactive service from expert technical staff. On average, nearly 30% of 
tickets are opened by this team before the customer is aware of an issue.

A company like ours 
depends on the service 
100% of the time - we 
did everything humanly 
possible to figure out the 
best possible partner.”

“

ARMUS



ABOUT LUNAVI

As a leading managed service provider and consulting firm, Lunavi is focused on helping customers advance their digital 
transformation goals by modernizing business applications, migrating solutions to the cloud, designing hybrid cloud solutions, 
and applying Agile and DevOps engineering practices to build new, innovative solutions. Our portfolio of services is designed to 
provide continuous improvement along each step of the IT journey to maximize business value and success. We are a Microsoft 
Gold Partner and Azure Expert MSP, offering deep expertise in the Microsoft ecosystem of enterprise IT software and services. 
Visit us at www.lunavi.com to learn more and follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter.
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Nationwide Data 
Centers

PAY AS YOU GO RESERVED

CYCLE

CONTRACT

Cloud Hosting

Greener Hosting 
Energy efficient facilities help reduce costs while maintaining 
true scalability, offering a simplified IT environment and 
ensuring performance on Energy Star hardware.

Speed and Availability 
Lunavi’s nationwide cloud is ideal for location-specific 
workloads and performance or privacy-sensitive applications.

Unlimited Scalability 
All resources can be grown based on immediate need. 
Clients can provision increased RAM, processor power, 
backup utilization and broadband on an as needed basis.

Nationwide Data Centers 
Lunavi operates six data canters across the United States. 
Choose the best location for low latency, disaster recovery, 
or satellite offices. Cloud hosting can be supplemented with 
a variety of managed services.

Flexible Billing

COST  $$                         $                                 

IDEAL FOR                         
Testing and development, 
recovery, seasonal spikes

E-mail, databases, 
production servers

No contract, cancel 
anytime

Annual contract terms

Hourly, billed monthly Monthly

• Cheyenne, WY
• Denver, CO
• Seattle, WA

• Bellingham, WA
• Orangeburg, NY
• Atlanta, GA

Managed Cloud Options

• Cloud Migration

• Disaster Recovery

• Backup and
Restoration

• Hosted E-mail

• SharePoint

• OS setup, patching,
and updates

• Security audit and
hardening

• Network or resource
monitoring

• Application
performance tuning

• Firewall setup and
management

• Load Balancing


